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Chairman's Natter

Well, we approach the end of summer having had another good season of racing and
Class activity, we've seen some new faces attending opens and more boats on the water
and I would conclude from that it's been another successful year for the Lightning Fleet.

Although numbers were down at the nationals this year, it really was a great event,
one of our best ever in my opinion. It was not just the good weather and excellent sailing,
but the social elements as well. The AGM was well attended and generally I think
everyone enjoyed the event and mixed in. I went home pleased with my sailing having
thoroughly enjoyed the weekend.

We had an excellent AGM, with some new ideas coming forwards which we will
pursue this coming year. John Claridge has a few small developments for the boat under
way, Sue Thomas has got one of the new SR rigs and sailed with it at the nationals, as
well as another new boat on order.

All that said, undoubtedly the current economic climate is having an effect on sailing
and we, along with many other classes are feeling this. The costs associated with
travelling to and from events means we need to try and organise venues in the best
possible locations for the majority of helms who want to take part and ensure for those
travelling any distance, the option of staying over and sailing two days is at least possible.
Weston, Lymington, Up River and Manor Park are all likely to be two day events next
season with either two days of racing, or a training day and an event day.

We are also looking at the possibility of doing something at Norfolk week with a Class
event over the first or last weekend. And although not part of the traveller series, we are
promoting a Class start at the Bloody Mary for those hardly souls who enjoy their winter
sailing.

There will be more details of all these things on the website and in future editions of
Flash. We will as usual be having a stand at the Dinghy Show this year and like last year,
we are intending to have a Class Dinner (well a meal down the pub at least) following the
Rum and Mince Pie event at West Oxford in November, as always everyone, including
partners, are most welcome, whether sailing in the R&MP or not.

Finally I would like to thanks the committee and officers of the Association for all their
hard work this year, we've made more good progress, with the Class looking in it's best
shape for a good while, boats continue to be bought and sold quickly and we've seen new
members of the association new faces at events and new boats on the water. We look
forwards to more this coming season.

Hope to see you all at the R&MP and dinner.
Best Regards, Wayne



24 September The Noble Marine
Inland Championships Haversham SC

15 October Open Event Dorchester SC

12 November Rum & Mince Pies West Oxfordshire SC
(1st event of 2012 Traveller Series)

Lightning Fixtures 2011

Editorial
A bumper issue this Autumn!

Some great photos from Emma Dodd (bring your boat next time, though, Emma!)
from the Nationals form the centre spread and front cover, with others scattered around
here and there. Two surprisingly scientific articles from Wayne and Lee, debating sail cloth
types and sports fitness , can be found towards the back (I would say a little like Wayne
and Lee, but that would be mean, so I won’t!), and our very own NSSA Lightning coach
(self appointed) brings us the lowdown on the schools regatta. Paul tells of of his exploits
(luckily, he seems to have glossed over some bits...) at North West Norfolk Week, with
tales of campsites and strong tides. Lee brings us a report from the nationals, and we have
a chance to show you all Bratley Towers in all its glory...

Don’t forget, open meeting reports can be found on our website,
www.lightning368.org, and Wayne’s new Flashbytes news service will bring you up to
date with forthcoming events.

This leaves Flash Magazine with all the interesting bits! What we are looking for in
future issues are the opinions of the readers - your opinions - all on subjects relating to
Lightnings
. Perhaps you sail with an aft mainsheet - let us know how it compares - or you sail your
Lightning somewhere unusual - on a Scottish Loch, maybe, or just somewhere with
waves! Again, let us know what it is like, maybe encourage more of us out of our comfort
zones and to go sailing in interesting places.

Just done a repair? Got some before and after photos? Send them to us!
The next issue of Flash will be the one wishing you all a Merry Christmas...
Please could I have copy by 1 December, sent to rupert.whelan@btinternet.com.

Rupert Whelan

International Lightning!
Have you seen Yachts and Yachting this month, if not why not???
 Pages 48 thru 51, yes it's about us. Great feature on small classes and loads about
us. We're definitely on the international map this month, because I got my copy on
holiday in Florida.
 We always post event reports and results on the Y&Y website, in the Classes
section and you can comment and rank the entries.
 All this really does help promote and support the Class, so please do browse their
site and comment on our exploits if you can. We all benefit from an active Class, be it a
well supported open circuit, or just a source good info and advice. Even if you club sail,
an active class association keeps the class alive and there to support you, so do your bit
by browsing and commenting on Y&Y and our website forum, it is very easy, quite
enjoyable and if you get stuck or need help just drop a note to one of the committee
members, we'll be glad to help.



NSSA (National School’s Sailing Association) National Championships
This is a 5 day regatta that takes place every year, this year Grafham, and is open to
school children 18 and under. This year two Lightning368 would be there, Matt Hopkins,
Up River YC (to see how he faired against people of his own age) and Stephen Arm-
strong, Crawley Mariners (for his first competitive race in a Lightning 368).

Day 1
The regatta has fleets for Laser, Laser Radial, Toppers, plus a fast and a slow handicap
fleet. Disappointingly they the Lightning has suddenly become a fast handicap boat for
this regatta so they were sharing the line with Phantoms, RS300, RS200, RS400, etc.
Advice from Lightning coach (self promotion), try to get clear air and sail your own race.
At least being the slowest boats in the fast fleet, anyone they beat on the water was a
result!

Wind was a very erratic, 4-6 mph and from varying directions usually at the same time!

Now by their own admission in Race 1 they “had not got a clue what was going on”
when the start gun went. Not good start then. Matt, with Stephen slotting in 200 yards
behind then both sailed solid races, finishing very creditable 8th and 10th in a 31 boat
fleet. Stephen later admitted. ‘I just followed Matt!” but even so great first result.

Race 2 and getting the timer right this time Matt took the fight to the fast boats on
start,•won the favoured committee boat end and started clear ahead, first across the line,
hurrah. Unfortunately he was soon a Phantom/RS300 sandwich and spat out the back. A
creditable 10th round the first mark was soon a gradual slip down the fleet as some of
the faster boats slipped through. Stephen was a bit swamped at the start•but was still in

the pack. The result was Matt 9th and Stephen 17th. I guess it is one of the mysteries of
sailing how the better start can give you the•worse result!

Race 3 was chaos. A major wind shift meant crossing the line of Starboard was impossi-
ble even though many tried. Getting onto Port was the way to go and Matt managed to
sniggle through and went in search of clear air on the right. Obviously Stephen thought
this was a good game plan and following his own advice from the first race went as well.
At the Windward mark and Matt rounds 10th on the water ahead of a gaggle of RS
something’s with Stephen just behind this pack.

With 2 laps down Matt is still on the same leg as the leading Phantom and although drop-
ping back a bit, Stephen is also still up there. One lap to go and looking dangerously like
a race win could be on the cards for Matt, but no, the wind decides to fail up by the wind-
ward mark just before Matt gets there. What was a 2 minute deficit to the leading Phan-
tom (who needed 6 minutes on handicap) becomes a massive gap as Matt drifted home

in 11th place and Stephen crossed a few minutes later for 12th. I just made myself
scarce whilst Matt got it out of his system.

So day 1 complete and overall Matt is 8th and Stephen is 14th. A good solid start and
certainly showing the Lightning as a competitive boat, but unfortunately the wind is fore-
cast as more of the same so could be a trying week. On the positive side lots of people
keep asking what is it? I have never seen one before! So some good might come from
this.

Update in the evening there was a DSQ and with no discards, Matt jumped up to 7th

overall and Stephen to 13th. We went to bed happy.



Day 2
Race 4 and its windy, full hiking weather and as I feared this did not suit the Lightnings
against all the trapezing, spinnakering boats. Matt started well but was soon left behind

and came home 16th. Stephen discovered that windy sailing in a Lightning is an ac-

quired taste finished 25th, but at least he kept it upright. Starting to think we need lighter
winds to be successful against the faster boats.

Race 5 after lunch and the wind has eased a knot or two. Once again Matt went for the
start and nailed it. Good first beat and he stayed with the faster boats all the way round,
even planing past a three sailed 420 on the reach! Stephen was still finding it a bit of a
steep learning curve in the breeze and was struggling to stay in touch. Final result Matt

7th and Stephen 21st.

Race 6 and the wind was starting to get fickle across the course though still some plan-
ing gusts. Matt somehow did it again at the start but spoilt the hero worship by later ad-
mitting he mixed up the guns and did not realize that it was the start. Either way he was
off the line in the front rank and had another strong race staying just in touch with the
slower, faster boats, if that makes sense, another 8th. Stephen battled round and the

slightly lighter wind helped finishing 18th.

So the end of day 2 and the first discard kicks in and Matt can lose that 16th from this
morning and a few new boats jump into the mix. Overall after 2 days Matt 10th overall
and Stephen 16th.

Break from fleet racing for some match racing and pursuit race tomorrow so back on the
regatta Thursday.

Matt Hopkins



Day 3 Pursuit Race
Well great events today.

As Matt and Stephen were not involved in the•Match Racing Trophy they entered the All-
comers Pursuit race. This was open to all children and any Helpers who wanted to sail.
Somewhat curiously Steve Cockerill of Rooster who was here as a coach/helper entered
in his Scorpion. No guessing who won then!!

And second place ……….. Matt Hopkins Lightning 288… Result!

Starting 27 minutes behind the first Oppie matt passed the 30 or so Laser 4.7 s before
the first mark and reeled in all the Toppers and Oppies. Unfortunately he was never to
lead on the water as Team Rooster slipped through after two laps to take the lead on the
last leg.

Stephen had a mixed race; not managing to clear the Lasers on the first beat spent the
whole race in the pack battling at each mark for room and rights. He finished a very cred-

itable 62nd, never having sailed in such a big fleet before.

On the final beat as the gun went Matt was judged to be•3rd behind•a RS 300, but trust
me this was a con. The RS300 continued to race after the hooter, not holding position as
per the SI’s until the finish rib passed them and a protest was in order. With a witness in
a friendly RS200 they decided to raise Matt to joint 2nd as he was “probably 2nd but we
could not prove it conclusively” and we incorrectly protested the race committee not the
RS300. So fair decision in their view but we know he was clear second and with only
Team Rooster in front that’s as good as a win! Curiously at the prize giving they awarded

Matt the 2nd place trophy and the RS300 third so justice done?

Day 4
No wind today and all racing cancelled.

Day 5
There was an early start today and there were short sharp races to get everything fin-
ished by early afternoon. I was unable to watch most of the racing so limited report on
today. It started quite windy again and it is noticeable that Matt’s results, 17th, 7th, 12th,
8th indicated whether the wind was up or down. Stephen managed a consistent set of

results 22nd, 26th, 27th & 21st, just a bit lower down the fleet than he would have liked.
Possibly tiredness was setting in, it has been a long week.

So overall Matt finished the regatta in his overnight position of 10th out of
31.Congratulation to Matt for fine performance considering he was in the fast fleet. Even
more heartbreaking was he was tied on 70pts with the 420 in 9th and RS200 in 8th!
Count back gave them the edge.

Stephen finished 19th and again was tied on points with a RS600, but this came out in
his favour. Not bad for your first competitive racing in a Lightning.

Overall a moral victory to the Lightning though I think.

Next year this regatta will be at the Portsmouth and Weymouth Academy Olympic venue,
two weeks before the start of big event. Matt can’t wait. Anyone got a spare Phantom?

Report by Lightning 368 Senior Schools Coach (self appointed)

Simon Hopkins



2011 Lightning Nationals at Northampton SC
As class racing goes, this event had it all! Great weather, good breezes and drama,
literally right up until the very last throw of the dice. Seventeen boats arrived at
Northampton SC on Pitsford reservoir, with early arrivals taking to the water for a great
'social sail' on the Friday evening.

After Friday nights 'beer & banter' session
at the Bratley/Dodd palace, it was down to
business on Saturday when race one kicked
off under perfect conditions for challenging,
but not 'survival', sailing. A good 12 or so knot
breeze - perfect for the Lightnings - and
sunshine as the hooter dispatched the fleet
and away we went.

Shifting breeze made it a little tricky at first
to choose the correct side of the course, with
the boats spreading out a little around the first
lap. The right hand side seemed to pay off
slightly better, but it was a very close call so no massive advantage seemed to come.
Once the windward mark was reached, there was a spectacular sight as these lightweight
boats accelerated sharply and seventeen balls of spray hurtled along the reach,
absolutely flying. An extremely close fought race saw many big place changes - 10th to
3rd and visa-versa was eminently possible such was the nature of some of the closest
quarter racing we've seen in the Lightnings all year, fabulous! In the end, Race 1 went to
defending champion Louis Saunders, from Havershams Paul White and Up River helm
Simon Hopkins, all setting their stall as to their weekends intentions!

After lunch, the wind picked up a little and the clouds bought out spray tops as a small
rain squall whistled over Pitsford. A very close start had everyone much closer on this race
and, with a new course, an all-new challenge - the biggest being threading through/around
the Supernova fleet at one of the turning marks, some hold-your-breath squeaky bum
moments there!! Again, though, the 368s revelled in the conditions, solid upwind, big
planing reaches and close, fair racing all the way. This race saw consistency pay for Paul
as he came in as runner-up to Lymingtons John Claridge - Louis squeezed out down to
7th - giving Paul the overall lead as we went into race 3.

By this time the sun had returned with the wind remaining 'sturdy' but not as scary as
last year (I shudder every time i recall day one of last years event!). The multi-coloured
fleet were sent on their way, a couple of boats a little too keen forcing individual recalls.
Another new course avoided the cross-over clash of the previous race and saw probably
the most tactical race of the weekend as Hugh Spencer used all of his experience to show
that the 'old-timers' can still upstage the whippersnappers! A wonderful sail by Hugh saw
him take the victory from Louis by a matter of feet, not even a boat length between them -
with another compacted fleet seeing even the tail enders coming in just a short while after
the leaders - close racing indeed.

At the end of day one, then, John Claridge led the series but with anyone in the top
five being perfectly able to take the overall win with the remaining races on Sunday. A
great social evening ensued, with several visitors popping down simply to see the
Lightning out of interest, welcomed warmly by the various helms and class stalwarts. With
another session of 'development discussion' over lantern-light and red wine up at Bratley-
Dodd towers (A Finn rig and double-centreboards was Rupert Whelan's final pre-sleeping
bag/post-vino suggestion!).



Simon Hopkins

Caroline Key



Michael Ince

Paul White

Photos by Emma Dodd



Sunday and an early start - first race 10am. Thankfully, for several, the water was
more mirror-like than an actual mirror....the 'P' flag making a welcome entry as hangovers
were worked on as hard as the boats! A fantastically timed half hour postponement saw
the wind fill in just as the flag came down. Shore-side activity ramped-up and we set off
for the startline for two more back-to-back races to determine the 2011 National Champion.

Race four went off with much testing of the line but, again, cleanly on the whole as we
set off over another superbly set course. Things were getting tense, now, as all the main
protaganists came to the fore. It wasn't long before Louis and John were heading the pack,
with the wily Hugh finishing 3rd.

So, in brilliant fashion, the outcome of the championship was going to be decided on
the final race. A superb 'display' start by the whole fleet saw a very compact group head
away to the first mark, John getting the better of everyone, with Louis squeezed right down
into the pack. An example of the close nature of this race, though, was Rupert Whelan -
rounding the windward mark in 10th, but completing the lap in 4th, after being 2nd just
prior to the final beat... close it certainly was. The charging Simon Hopkins went round in
second, was overtaken at the leeward mark as those behind took a great gust to pass -
he then collided with Adam Styles, lost more places doing his penalties and then regained
a couple upwind to the line! - eventful to say the least.

The intrigue, however, was at the front. Louis grabbed his boat by the scruff of the
neck and in fantastic 'Win or Swim' style, scorched the course to go into the final beat, of
the final lap, locked in a luffing battle with John. With White and Whelan all set to pounce
in the background, neither could afford to put a foot wrong and it was Saunders that won
out to cross the line first - his second win of the day and third of the weekends five races,
retaining his Lightning368 National title. Huge well done to Louis who, very graciously,
acknowledged the closeness of the racing all weekend. It might have been three victories
out of five, but right up to the final beat, this championship was wide open. A thoroughly
deserving winner, though, after some spectacular sailing throughout the whole weekend.

Northampton was, again, the perfect venue and hosts. From the superb race-crew to
an incredible galley army, things could not have been bettered and we salute you on a job
more than well done. Thanks to all involved and we look forward to returning in 2012.

To all the participating helms, well done and thanks for turning out, hopefully it was an
enjoyable weekend irrespective of where you were in the field. Perfect conditions for our
boat through the entire weekend.

Lee Bratley

Pos Sail No Helm Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Pts
1st 104 SAUNDERS Louis Combs CS 1 -7 2 1 1 5
2nd 402 CLARIDGE John Royal Lymington YC -4 1 3 2 2 8
3rd 269 WHITE Paul Haversham SC 2 2 4 -5 3 11
4th 230 SPENCER Hugh Royal Plymouth Corinthian YC -10 6 1 3 7 17
5th 253 HOPKINS Simon Up River YC 3 4 6 4 -8 17
6th 236 STYLES Adam Severn SC 7 3 -12 9 5 24
7th 74 WHELAN Rupert Whitefriars SC 6 -8 8 6 4 24
8th 406 KEY Caroline West Oxford SC 5 -10 5 8 6 24
9th 288 HOPKINS Matt Up River YC 8 5 7 7 -9 27
10th 292 STYLES Simon Severn SC 9 9 9 -12 11 38
11th 337 THOMAS Sue Oxford SC 12 -13 10 10 10 42
12th 248 INCE Michael Up River YC 11 11 13 13 -15 48
13th 263 JACKS Tony Earlswood SC 13 12 11 -14 13 49
14th 409 BRATLEY Lee Manor Park SC 14 14 14 -15 14 56
15th 407 JENNER Wayne Abbey SC 17 (DNF) DNF 11 12 58
16th 291 HEATH Jane Burnham Overy Staithe SC 15 15 15 -16 16 61
17th 21 WESTLEY Brian Manor Park Sc 16 16 16 (DNF) 17 65



That Sail - Dacron or Mylar?
So, choice of two sails, what's the difference?

With the help of Banks Sails and John Claridge the Class has developed a choice of
sail materials and cut in recent years. What's the difference, why choose one over the
other?

Well here's a view from the back half of the fleet, I recently bought a second hand
Dacron sail to compliment the Mylar sail I've been using since I started sailing Lightning's
a few years ago. Here's a review of both.

When I re-fitted LN172, the original sail was tired to the point it was pretty useless, so
as part of the refit a new sail was needed. Looking around the fleet there was really only
one choice, everyone who was anyone had a Mylar sail. They were out selling the Dacron
sails ten to one, so Mylar it was for LN172. And when I bought LN407 I went for Mylar
again of course.

The Mylar is a laminated sail, radial cut and is very stiff compared with even a new
Dacron sail. It has a slightly different shape, but either sail, Mylar or Dacron can be used
with the two choices of mast, the stiffer Superspar, or the softer Needlespar rig. If you
didn't already know the Superspar mast is all black and a tight fit in the mast socket, it is
about 8mm greater in diameter at the foot than the Needlespar mast, which has a
aluminium lower section and spacer rings where it fits into the mast socket.

I've sailed the last two seasons with the Mylar sail, both in LN172 then LN407, slowly
improving my position, well not so far off the back at least, but I did find the sail difficult to
read, typically I was pointing lower than most ahead of me and in extremes of wind, either
nothing or blowing a gale, the sail was all over the place. I'd fitted tell tales and all that, but

I still found the sail kind of
awkward.

Now I must stress I'm no expert
at this lark, so my performance
was nothing to do with the sail,
directly anyway, it was all me.
However a second hand Dacron
sail appeared on the website for
sale, in pretty good condition so I
thought I'd give it a go. The first
time I used it was at Combs,
winds were light and blow me
down, I was in the middle of the
fleet!!! Now, I had been doing a bit
more sailing, but I definitely found
the Dacron sail easier to handle,
not in the sense it was lighter, or
performed differently, but it was
much easier to stay on the wind
up the beats. The front started
luffing very gently and I felt I had
a much better sense of the wind
with this softer sail.

The next outing for the Dacron
was the Nationals and on theDacron V’s Mylar - 1st and 2nd at the 2011 Nationals



Saturday it was blowing. I tried the Dacron again but was all over the place again, so I
skipped race two and went and played with the sail on my own. Sunday was a different
story, the wind was very light to start, but filled-in as the day progressed. My sailing from
the outset was much much better and stayed better throughout the day. Again I found
myself in the middle of the fleet and holding my own pretty well. I even had a bit of a tussle
with Simon Styles for awhile, unheard of for me and a surprise to Simon as well, it didn't
last too long, but I was never far away from Simon.

Combs and Sunday at the Nationals were undoubtedly some of my best sailing ever,
so in my opinion sail selection is not a simple choice with the new Mylar sail being a clear
winner.

I do like the Dacron sail, so much, I might even buy a new one. I definitely find it easier
to handle, maybe it just suits my skill level and sailing style better. Unusually I think this
sail selection thing is probably more important for the back of the fleet than the front, who'd
make a Lightning go fast with just a handkerchief given a chance.

I'd certainly recommend for those considering a new sail, no matter where you are in
the fleet, to try both before committing if you can. I'm sure if you pop along to an event with
your kit, you'd get a go with both, we are that kind of Class, because I'm sure this is a
matter of sailing style as much as anything else. I doubt in skilled hands either one is faster
than the other, but certainly they handle differently and it is not a straight choice to go for
the newer material, unless of course it's all about looks.

I'm sure there is a good debate to be had about this and others experiences' on the
forum in the coming months, so all views would be most welcome. It's nice having some
choices to play with and makes it all quite 'interesting' on those long winter evenings.

Wayne

Tales of a North West Norfolk Week Virgin
For those who don’t know North West Norfolk Week is a week long event held every year
on the north Norfolk coast in the summer. There are six locations over seven days, with
this year one race at each club. This is an event that I have always wanted to do but never
had the opportunity to do before so when finally got a chance to go this year I wasn’t
disappointed.

After sending off the entry fee I had to work out where I was going to stay, after asking
around a bit I was recommended Burnham Deepdale campsite. I dutifully booked it up and
then promptly forgot about it, to the point where I had to phone up the day before to check
which day I had booked and how long for. This I would not recommend!

As it’s a bit of a trek for me picking up the boat and then heading over to Norfolk I
decided to take the Friday off and head over a day early. This turned out to be an excellent
choice as after I set the tent up and had some dinner I found out the tent next to mine was
occupied by two very drunk eighteen year old girls…

After an entertaining evening it was time for a bit of sailing at Hunstanton Sailing Club.
The club was very easy to find (especially after I had caught up with one of the Haversham
sailors) and arrived to find that practically all of Haversham had turned up this year! The
service was excellent, I had my boat removed and parked up for me while I went and
found a parking space for the car. After a little walk around if found two other lightings were
there, Caroline Key and Penny Yarwood, both excellent sailors and both regularly at the
front of the fleet.

About a week before the event I had taken delivery of a new mast and boom and was
very keen to use the week to get used to it before my nationals. It turns out that this was
a good idea! The first race was a long one and in light winds, I watched in despair as the



other two lightings disappeared off into the distance swearing at the stupid new mast and
not relishing the banter I was going to receive for being beaten by two girls.

The next day we had the second race at Hunstanton which was in even lighter winds,
with a big spring tide I again watched the girls race off into the lead while spent 10 minutes

trying to get across the start line!
After a relaxing pack up the boats

were carted to Brancaster sailing
club which is just down the road from
the campsite I stayed at. A few drinks
and some food it was up at 5am for
some excellent sailing. There was a
good 8-10 knot breeze blowing for a
7am start, after having my map sto-
len during the briefing (top tip - print
them off and NEVER give them to
anyone) I headed out with Penny
and just about worked out where all
the marks were. I had a good start
and rounded the first mark as one of

the leaders, a little argy bargy at the next mark left a couple of lasers and a wayfarer
spinning while I nipped through the gap and managed to get away on the next couple of
legs. When we had sailed out we had spotted a number of banks and old wooden stakes
which by this point had disappeared, it is very disconcerting to sail along and watch them
pass under the boat but added a bit of excitement to the morning. After another couple of
laps we finished and headed back to the beach, I had managed third (I beat the girls!!!)
behind the bandit boat (Miracle) and a wayfarer after some very dodgy calculations.
Waiting in the club house when we got back were full English breakfasts making the early
start seem very worthwhile.

By this point I had relaxed into the Norfolk way of packing up and moving on, it goes
something like this.

· Finish racing and get changed whilst having a lively bit of banter with the Haver-
sham crew basically ribbing me about being beaten by a girl

· Breakfast
· Pack the boat away
· Pint
· Lunch
· Pint
· Drag boat to the next location
· Pint(s)
· Get back to the tent/house and pass out for a little while (at this point I should

caution against drink driving, however once you have had a few drinks the locals
driving style starts to make much more sense. i.e. you see a slow sign in the road,
this means speed up)

· Dinner (restaurant, pub, someone’s house)
· Back to the campsite or house for a nightcap
· Wake up very early in a dubious mental state

3 masted Lightning at NW Norfolk week!



Day 5 was Wells Sailing Club. Having sailed here previously I was really looking forward to
a good day. We turned up very early again to another good breeze of about 8 knots. After a
bit of a briefing it was straight out to negotiate the infamous Wells harbour, on an incoming
tide you really have to hug the corner otherwise you won’t make it. After a bit of pumping I
made it round and headed down the run with Richard Pakes from Haversham shouting over
that all the birds looked really good. It was a bit early for me and I got a bit confused until I
realised he meant the actual birds, you know the ones with wings and beaks. The race took
place at the end of the run and was excellent, the added interest was added this time by a
dredger sitting on the upwind leg. By the end of the race the decision to go in close or stay
wide shuffled the places on the final leg. I was hounded round the last lap by a streaker and
slipped behind Penny. Sailing back to the club again took lots of patience and a little bit of
getting out and walking the boat along the bank. Getting back in we were once again greeted
by the smell of bacon and the wonderful sight of an open bar. A few drinks we headed home
for wardrobe changes and came back for an evening of fish and chips on the key.

Next up was Blakney Sailing Club, which has possibly the smallest club house I have
ever seen. After another early start the sun came out but sadly the wind didn’t turn up. After
a postponement the race officer decided to abandon the race for the day, we packed up and
then predictably the wind turned up. Despite the disappointment of not sailing it was a nice
day and Blakney was very nice to walk around and do a bit of shopping. Wednesday night
was bbq night at Snettisham sailing club organised by Haversham. A huge thunderstorm
didn’t deter the competitors and we all turned up for amazing ribs and beach games,
including welly tossing and a tug of war competition.

Thursday dawned and was the event I was most worried about, King’s Lynn. The event
is held on a stretch of the Ouse in the centre of King’s Lynn. We turned up to a light breeze
and rain. By the time we had rigged up and were ready to go the wind had picked up and
the tide was steaming in at about 8 knots. We watched the first boat out scream up wind at
an insane speed with the tide under him and then fail to turn the boat around again the wind
was so strong. With some trepidation the rest of the fleet launched into a building wind and
we were ready to go. The sight and experience of sailing on a very small patch of water with
60 boats with that much tide was incredible. It was probably also slightly incredible for the
two fishing boats that came along just before the start. Luckily they decided to wait out the
start before trying to navigate their way through. Presumably they had spoken to their
insurance company and found out running over a sailing boat was bad news. With the races
underway maximising the tide upwind and hugging the bank downwind were orders of the
day. It was nip and tuck between the two lightnings until I got a bit too brave downwind and
went swimming, Penny stormed ahead while I made it my mission to finish in front of the
Wayferers. Despite sitting on the shore before hand thinking it was going to be a nightmare
it was the most tactically interesting race of the entire week and I’m really looking forward to
going back.

The final location for the week was Snettisham sailing club with one race on the Friday
and Saturday. The first day proved to be light winds, after being barged out on the line by a
Enterprise who then didn’t do his turn I again watched Penny sail off into the lead although
not so far this time as I was getting the hang of the new rig by now. The second day was a
little windier and I managed to get in front of Penny but the increase in wind meant we
struggled against the streakers with the bigger waves. A close fought battle saw us finish
just behind the leaders on handicap.

After a long week of sailing and drinking (which is inevitable going anywhere with the
Haversham lot) I had really enjoyed myself. I would thoroughly recommend the event,
sailing at new places almost everyday and sometimes in challenging conditions was very
exciting. I look forward to seeing a few more Lightnings there next year!

Paul White



Fitness?
Well, believe it or not, I take this one fairly seriously!

I’ve had a specific workout/training plan devised by a trainer at my gym and use
nutrition experience from my running days to try & make sure i keep energised all day. I
know... who'd have thought it!

On the day it's all about correct hydration really. A tiny amount of fluid loss - just 2% -
can result in noticeably impaired concentration and overall strength. Vital minerals are lost
from the body during sweating & you really need to replace these - or try not to lose them
in the first place. That's why 'Sports' drinks should, indeed, be considered. Water is fine
as a general pick-me up, but you can actually end up hydrating whilst washing minerals
out of the body. Some of these minerals stop you getting cramp as well as keeping the
brain on the boil. (Tea and coffee act as diauretcs and remove fluids even faster.)

It's down to personal preference really, but avoid supermarket own-brand 'sports'
drinks where the carbohydrate content is all sugar - you'll just get a rush & then game over
again. Carbs and B-Vitamins is where it's at... slow-releasing B vitamins to keep you
fuelled longer (it's why runners eat shed loads of pasta). Something like porridge, pastas,
potatoes, green veggies, baked beans etc, all make a good initial fuel up. On the water,
grains and some cereal bars are good - I use Geo-Bar and Nutrigrain bars. Between races,
snack on a pasta pot & a banana, all washed-down with at least a 500Ml bottle of, say,
Lucozade Sport.

The difference between my running (regular half marathons) and sailing, though, is
the need for strength. If I'm running, I have a very high Carb loaded diet - about 80% carb,
20% protein.....with sailing, its a much higher protein requirement to aid strength and
power. So, I go to the gym for specific upper body workouts and cycling for legs/stamina
to hike. I also use Whey protein to boost my protein intake. For sailing I'm probably more
50/50 Protein vs Carbs... maybe even 60/40.
I'm a firm believer in a couple of Lucozade products - 'Sport Fuel: Focus' powder (A
mineral loaded sports drink with added Caffeine) and 'Recovery Powder', a carb heavy
recovery drink to assist with muscle recovery after events. In the middle I use Holland &
Barret Whey protein - a food supplement to increase protein intake, helping with
retaining/building lean muscle mass ...and don't forget bananas, great 'instant' energy
when you need a lift.

As for Gym work? - plenty of work on Shoulders and upper chest. Primary exercises
are based on these groups, the secondary effect being the arms - though I don't do any
direct arm work.

Starting off with 10-15minutes of moderate rowing - a fantastic all-over body workout,
especially the legs when you do it right. Rowing is mainly pushing from the legs rather than
pulling with arms!

Then, about 30 minutes of weight work - shoulders, chest, trapezoids, before finishing
with 10 minutes of varied force cycling. Keep the same cadence but vary the force on the
bike every minute. Do that at least three times a week & you'll be noticeably fitter from
about 4 weeks onwards.

Then I go to the pub.
It all sounds quite scientific and serious, but it's easy...I'm testimony that it doesn't

make you a better sailor overnight, but I can certainly keep hiking harder and longer than
I used to be able to and, generally, I can keep concentrating throughout an open meeting...
with just enough strength left to carry Emma's money to the bar at the end of the day!

Lee Bratley
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